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For any of you who may want our mailing address here in Prague, here it is: 
      Soukenická 15 
      110  00   Praha 1 
      Česká republika 

But please contact us before sending anything, as there may be some special instructions needed! 

We are happy to announce that the leadership of TEAM 

Czech Republic has given us approval to end our internship  

period after one year, and has officially assigned us to  

continue our work with Network Praha as “full”  

missionaries starting August 1st. The timing here works 

quite well, because there seems to be every indication that 

the fall will bring a further increase in our responsibilities 

and activity within the new church plant. The Lord has  

continued to visibly bless Network Praha, sending new  

people from around the world to join in this disciple-making 

mission. 

 

During this time of transition, we have several specific  

prayer requests we would like to share with you. First, 

Scott would like prayer as he finishes working with the  

children in Řeporyje, because the relationships there have 

really deepened and he doesn’t want any of the children to 

be hurt by his leaving. Second, please pray that we both 

would increasingly move in the grace and wisdom of God: 

we’ve come through both our language learning and  

internship phases quite quickly (2.5 years, when 4-5 years 

isn’t unusual), and while we feel confident in what God has 

done and is doing in/through/for us, we recognize that 

we’ve been on the field a relatively short amount of time. 

Pray that we would be able to make room in our busy 

schedules to continue learning and gaining experiences that 

will benefit us in the work to which the Lord has called us.  

INTERNSHIP FINISHES 
OFFICIAL ASSIGNMENT BEGINS 

Scott & Caitlin Andrews,  
missionaries called by God  
to engage and administer 
Grace  to the people of the 
Czech Republic who have 
dismissed Jesus Christ as 
irrelevant to 21st-century life. 

 Praise God, we were able to get all our visa paperwork 
filed and temporary visas issued to cover our travels over 
the next few months. Please pray that we would receive 
our new two-year visas without complication. 

 Praise God, Scott may have found a local gospel band to 
play bass with. We’ve been praying he would find more 
opportunities to use his musical gifts, and several exciting 
possibilities have appeared on the horizon. More infor-
mation to follow as events unfold. :-) 

 This summer’s Family English Camp is coming up fast. 
Please pray over the preparation process as we, the Czech 
team, and the American short-termers work together. 
Please pray for clear communication and effective  
cooperation, and that the logistical challenges would not 
distract or hinder  us in our ministry to these families. 

PRAISES & REQUESTS 

For more information about this ministry, click on the Czech 
Republic link under the Ministries tab at www.oakbend.org 

Below left: Tomáš Grulich, the pastor of Network Praha, 
outlines important next steps in realizing our vision as a 
church. 

Below right: Scott connecting with fellow Network Praha 
leader Matyáš Kočnar at an art exhibit  (Matyáš himself had 
a few pieces on display elsewhere in the venue). 



As we live and work in the capital city, we constantly 

have to remind ourselves of a profound and important 

reality: the rest of the country is not like Prague. In terms 

of culture, politics, etc. it would be a grave mistake to 

gloss over the differences between our lives here and the 

world most Czechs live in. Similarly, although we are 

planting a “center” church, we really want to stay mindful 

of the small, rural churches that comprise much of the 

Body of Christ in the Czech Republic. For these reasons, 

we are always grateful and filled with joy when we have 

the chance to visit villages throughout the country and 

worship with our brothers & sisters there. We recently 

had one such opportunity, as Scott was asked to help 

accompany some special musical offerings during a  

worship service in the town of Neveklov. The warmth of 

the people and the beautiful simplicity of their service are 

highly instructive to us as we continue to work out what 

it means to be a Czech church in our own metropolitan 

context. What a humbling and uplifting visit. 

STAYING GROUNDED 
A VISIT TO NEVEKLOV 
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Oak Bend Church 
11275 Eckel Junction Road 

Perrysburg, OH 43551 
419-874-0219 

www.oakbend.org 

The Evangelical Alliance Mission 
PO Box 969 

Wheaton, IL 60187 
630-653-5300 

www.team.org 

FEC International Ministries 
1420 Kerrway Court 

Fort Wayne, IN 46805 
260-423-3649 

www.fecministries.org 

Above: Pastor Pavel Černý gives a sermon at the Neveklov preaching 
station. The text on the wall reads: “We have hope in the Living God.” 

NETWORK PRAHA 
THE PRIORITY OF PRAYER 

A wise man once said, “You can do more than pray after 

you have prayed, but you cannot do more than pray until 

you have prayed.” Because that’s pretty complicated to 

phrase in Czech, we’ve shortened to something like 

“Prayer may not be the main task, but it should be the first 

task.” We’ve recently begun to truly feel that prayer is 

work, important work, work that needs to take a priority 

and be given resources of time, focus, and energy. These 

same values are being woven into the fabric of Network 

Praha right from the very beginning. We incorporate  

prayer into each of the many levels of activity with the 

church plant, and meet twice a month strictly to labor side-

by-side in prayer. It is our hope that this intentionality is 

never lost, but grows and spreads as new people join the 

church. 

CURRENT FOCAL VERSE 
“For as the days of a tree, so will be the days of my people; 
my chosen ones will long enjoy the work of their hands. 
They will not labor in vain.” 

[Isaiah lxv:22b-23a] 

COACHING 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

One of the biggest challenges in church planting is the question of 

how to develop leaders. The desire is to raise up future leaders 

who know how to tackle problems creatively, examine their work 

through the lenses of scripture and with the help of the Holy  

Spirit, recognize potential pitfalls, identify and utilize resources, 

evaluate their own performance, prioritize their responsibilities, 

and maintain a healthy sense of perspective. That’s a tall order. 

Some ways of accomplishing this are more effective than  

others; one of the best is a tool called “coaching”. In April we 

both attended a weekend-long conference to learn this method, 

which utilizes insightful questioning techniques to tap in to the 

potential of developing leaders and draw these things out of them, 

and through accountability structures helping them incorporate 

their new goals and realizations into their lives and work. It may 

sound abstract and confusing, but it really is effective; we’re  

already starting to see fruit in our own coaching relationships.  


